
source of water for Earth's oceans (14).  This 
result was anticipated from the high value 
of O/C in Earth's crust (24),  but D/H pro- 
vides a much stronger argument (14).  Mix- 
ing of cometary water with water absorbed 
from the solar nebula by the rocky grains 
that accreted to form Earth may provide the 
observed value of (D/H),,,,, (25),  as wa- 
ter vapor in the inner solar nebula could 
have D/H < 1 X 1OP4 (26).  
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Water in Betelgeuse and Antares 
Donald E. Jennings*? and Pedro V. Sada* 

Absorption lines of hot water have been identified in the infrared spectra of Betelgeuse 
(a Orionis) and Antares (a Scorpii) near 12.3 micrometers (81 1 to 81 9 wavenumbers). The 
water lines originate in the atmospheres of the stars, not in their circumstellar material. 
The spectra are similar in structure to umbra1 sunspot spectra. Pure rotation water lines 
of this type will occur throughout the spectra of cool stars at wavelengths greater than 
10 micrometers. From the water spectra, the upper limit for the temperature in the line 
formation region in both stars is 2800 kelvin. The water column density in both stars is 
(3 -c 2) x 1018 molecules per square centimejer, yielding an abundance relative to atomic 
hydrogen of n(H,O)ln(H) - lo-'. 

W a t e r  is abundant in cool stars (1)  and is 
a major molecular constituent at low tem- 
peratures in oxygen-rich stars, dominating 
all molecules other than CO and H 2  in 
regions at temperatures below 2000 K (2) .  
T h e  spectrum of hot  water is most com- 
monly observed in the near infrared at 
wavelengths between 0.9 and 3.2 pln (3-5). 
In M-type stars, strong H 2 0  absorption is 
seen in Mira-type variables, whereas non- 
variable stars have weaker or no water ab- 
sorption [see (3 ) ,  for example]. Recently, 
water was detected in sunspots (6 ) ,  where 
the temperature can be as low as in M-type 
stars. Water dominates the spectrum in sun- 
spots at  10 to 20 p n ,  as identified from 
laboratory studies of water spectra taken at 
high temperatures (6-8). A t  3000 to 4000 
K, sunspots provide a starting point in a 
search for hot  water in stars cooler than the 
sun, even though the physical conditions 
other than temperature are different. T h e  
improved understanding of sunspot spectra, 
plus the  laboratory and theoretical charac- 
terization of the pure-rotation region of hot 
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water, motivated us to obtain spectra of 
M-type supergiants. 

Betelgeuse [a Orionis ( a  Ori,  class M1-2 
Ia-Iab)] and Antares [ a  Scorpii ( a  Sco, 
M1.5 Iab-Ib)] are among the brightest late 
M-type supergiants. They are both oxygen- 
rich with visible effective temperatures near 
3500 K (9) .  They also both exhibit the 
extended atmospheres typical of red super- 
giants and have circumstellar dust shells - 
with inner radii of more than 25 stellar radii 
(10)  and Inass loss rates of 1 0 - q o  10-' ~, 

solar masses per year (1 1 ) .  Both undergo 
irregular or semiregular variability. 

Betelgeuse ( a  Ori) is the brightest and 
most studied M-type supergiant. T h e  con- 
tinuum flux from this star at 12 p,m is a 
colnbination of radiation from the chromo- 
sphere at about 3200 K (12) and a circum- 
stellar dust shell at  about 500 K (13).  T h e  
star's lnagnitude at 12 pln is -5.5 (14); it is 
a semiregular variable with a recent visual 

u 

luminosity range between ~nagnitudes 0.3 
and 0.9 and a ~ e r i o d  of about 6 vears (1 2).  
It changes by' 0.1 magnitude at 11 p m  
during a period (12).  Both CO and S iO are 
observed in the circumstellar envelope 
(15) ,  but water was not  reported in spectra 
of this star 116). and it has been used as a ~ , ,  

water-free reference source (4) .  
Antares ( a  Sco) has a binarv comnan- 

ion, a fainter dwarf B-type star with a sep- 
aration of 2.9 arc sec. T h e  visual magni- 
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Table 1. Measurements of water In a Ori and cu Sco. Observed line positions, from (7); assignments are written J',,, - J,, (OvO); dash means the line 
peak absorptions, and equivalent widths for both H,O and OH are s t e d  for is not assigned. The other numbers In parentheses are the l a  errors in the 
the two stars. The frequencies and assgnments for the H,O transitions are least significant digits. 

Rest n e  
frequency 

(cm- I) 

Observed n e  Peak Observed Corrected 
Transton assignment Star frequency equvaent wdth equivalent wldth* 

absorption (cm-I) (cm-') (cm-') 

811.176 H 2 0  19,, , - 1 815, (030) I f cu Sco 811.18(2) 0.031 (5) 0.0039(6) 
- 

0.0060(15) 
81 1.203 H 9 0  f .  
81 1.560 H;O 22157 - 21 ,, (000) a Ori 81 1.53(2) 0.044(3) 0.0052(4) 0.0080(15) 

a Sco 811.51(3) 0.066(5) 0,0079(6) 0.01 22(20) 
81 1.690 H,O 20., , - 19,, (020) a SCO 81 1.68(3) 0.072(5) 0.0087(6) 0.01 34(25) 
81 1.933 H 2 0  2I l5 , -20, , ,  (010) f .  a Or1 81 1.95(2) 0.056(3) 0.0074(4) 0.01 14(20) 
81 1.965 H,O 23,, ,, - 22,, , , (000) 1 f cu Sco 81 1.93(2) 0.098(5) 0.01 22(6) 0.01 88(30) 
81 1.980 H,O 21,57-20,,,(010) If.  
81 5.301 H,O 18, ,, - 17, ,, (000) I : cu Or1 81 5.35(2) 0.051 (1 5) 0.0061 (1 5) 0.0094(25) 

1: a S c o  81 5.33(4) 0.1 20(30) 0.01 50(24) 0.0231 (50) 
81 5.400 OH Rze(23 5) aOr1 81 5.41 (2) 0.037(15) 0.0034(15) 0.0052(25) 

1: ~ S C O  81 5.43(4) 0.083(30) 0.0077(24) 0.01 18(40) 
81 5.949 OH R1 J24.5) a Or1 81 5.95(2) 0.038(10) 0.0034(10) 0.0052(15) 

cu Sco 81 5.92(3) 0.080(10) 0.0074(12) 0.01 14(25) 
816.155 Hz0 2 2 ~ 3  10 - 2112 9 (010) a SCO 81 6.13(3) 0.047(10) 0.0040(12) 0.0062(20) 
81 8.424 H2O 22,,, - 21 ,, , (000) a Or1 81 8.42(2) 0.030(3) 0.0031 (4) 0.0048(10) 

*Corrected for 35'6 f luxcontr~but~on from c~rcumstellar emsson ?Observed feature was a blend of these H,O transtons. $Blend of H,O and OH n e s ;  separate postons 
w t h n  features were estmated. 

tudes of the two stars are 1 and 5. and at 12 
pln the  dwarf coinpanion did not contrib- 
ute measurably to our observed flux. T h e  
lnagnitude of a Sco at 12 p,m is -4.7 (14) .  
In  the  visible, it varies in  the  range 0.9 to 
1.8 magnitudes with a 4.7-year period (17).  
Its variation is not well characterized a t  12 
p,m but is probably sinall (12).  Like a Ori,  
a Sco contains CO in its circumstellar shell 
(18).  There has also been n o  previous re- 
l'iort of water in the  atinosnhere of a Sco. 

Molecular lines formed in chromo- 
snheres serve as  robes of stellar structure 
and dynamics. Atmospheric structure in 
cool stars is driven by the  onacities of mol- 
ecules, principally water (1 9j. T h e  relative- 
lv low dissociation ternnerature of Inany 
molecules causes them to be present only in 
the  cooler portions of stellar atmospheres. 
W h e n  its spectrum is well characterized, the  
rotational temperature of a n  atmospheric 
molecule can be measured from relative line 
intensities. Also, variability in  radial veloc- 
ity and temperature in  stellar atmospheres 
can be tracked by means of changes in  line 
nositions and intensities. In  variable stars. 
the  structure of the  spectrum of water can 
be expected to change with luminosity [see 
(4), for example]. Observations in  the  far- 
infrared region can take advantage of the 
lower opacity of circu~nstellar material a t  
longer wavelengths. 

T h e  spectra of CY Ori  and CY Sco (Fig. 1 )  
were recorded using a high-resolution cryo- 
genic grating spectrometer (20) o n  the  Mc- 
Math-Pierce Telescope a t  Kitt Peak (21).  
W e  observed a Ori  o n  21 to  25 March 1997 
and a Sco o n  21 to 23 May 1997. T h e  
regions near 81 1.5 and 815.5 cm-' were - 
observed in  both stars. A n  additional region 

near 818.0 cm-'  was observed in a Ori.  A 
sunspot umbra1 spectra (22) provided an  
example of high-temperature water for 
coinparison with a Ori  and a Sco, but our 
identification of water in these stars is based 
entirely o n  coinparison with laboratory data 
( 7 ,  23).  

All  of the  transitions (Table 1 )  are pure- 
lv rotational and occur in  the  ground or - 
excited states. Observed frequencies of the  
unblended lines fall within ineasurelnent 
uncertainties, which were limited by the  
accuracy of the  terrestrial C02 and H 2 0  
calibration and the  noise in each line. Peak 
line absorntions were lneasured with resDect 
to the  continuum level in  each spectrum. 
T h e  integrated line intensities are listed as 
equivalent widths. These ecluivalent widths 
were then corrected for a n  estimated 35% 
contrib~ltion of 1 2 - p ~ n  flux from the  ex- 
tended circuinstellar shell of each star with- 
in our slit. This fraction of circu~nstellar 
radiation is consistent with other results for 
a Ori  (24) and a Sco (25).  A degradation 
in  the accuracy of the corrected equivalent 
widths is due to an  additional 10% uncer- 
tainty in  the  flux from the  shells. W e  ob- 
served the  line at 811.56 cm-'  in a Ori  in  
1985 and identified it as due to Mg 1 (un- 
ionized Mg) (26) ;  another unidentified line 
was seen near 811.95 cm-' .  Both of these 
lines are due to water. T h e  O H  lines were 
also detected previously in  a Ori (26) .  

Our  water snectra in  a Ori and a Sco are 
similar in  overall appearance, but the  de- 
tailed spectral structure in the two stars is 
different. T h e  lines in a Sco are generally 
stronger, with the peak absorption reaching 
-10%. as co in~ared  with -5% in  CY Ori. 
Also, some features appear in a Sco that do 

not appear in a Ori. Just as in sunspots (22),  
the water spectrum in the 10- to 2 0 - p ~ n  
region in  these two stars will be dense with - 
lines. A t  low spectral resolution, water con- 
tributes a sinall onacitv to the  far-infrared 
spectra of this tybe of star. W e  did not 
resolve the  D o n ~ l e r  widths of the lines at our . L 

resolution. T h e  linewidths observed for a 
Ori in (261, corrected for instrumental 
broadening, correspond to  a turbulent ve- 
locitv of 12 kin s l .  For a Sco,  the  velocity 
was ieported to  be as high as 16 km s-i 
(27) .  W h e n  convolved with the  instru- 
mental width of 0.1 cm-I ,  this velocity 
gives linewidths that  are consistent with 
our observations. 

T h e  relative strengths at high tempera- 
tures of the  H 2 0  lines we observed are not 
known well enough to derive atmospheric 
temperatures from our data. However, we 
can find upper limits of temperature and 
derive abundance estimates. In  the line for- 
mation regions of these atmospheres, the 
partial pressure of H 2 0  increases rapidly with 
decreasing temperature [see figure 3 of (2)]. 
W e  therefore adopted a single-layer, plane- 
parallel, isothermal model [see, for example, 
14)l in which these lines are formed in the  , ,. 
region of high water abundance. This is the  
repion above the level where the  ternnera- - 
ture is low enough for water to form and 
below the level where the total nressure is so 
low that the water abundance becomes neg- 
ligible. This layer will probably be near the  
temperature rniniin~nn (Tin,,) in the  lower 
chro~nosphere of the  star (28),  if such a 
minimum exists. This single-layer model is 
an  approximation that assumes uniformity in 
three diinensions within the layer, including 
across the stellar disk (29).  Within the lim- 
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itations of our i~lco~nplete  knowledge of hot 
water line intensities, our small data set, and 
u~lcertai~lties in the  a t ~ n o s ~ h e r i c  structure. 
this approach produced abunda~lces that 
could be cornpared with predictions for these 
stars. 

W e  assumed that the  depths of the stron- 

1 Sunspot umbra A 4 

I " -7-0;- .--- .*v-G,-llv- -j 
0.8 1 VW 5,) a Sco j 

0.8 a Sco - 

!Sunspot umbra c 1 

o Ori 1 
817.0 817.5 818.0 818.5 819.0 819.5 

Wave number (cm.') 

Fig. 1. The observed spectra of water In the two 
M-type supergiant stars Betelgeuse (a Orl) and 
Antares (a Sco). Three regions are displayed, near 
(A) 81 1.5  cm-', (B) 81 5.5 cm-', and (C) 81 8.0 
cm-'. Spectra of a Ori are shown in a three: a 
Sco was obsewed in reglons (A) and (B) only. The 
Intensity scale is for the spectrum of cx Ori, and the 
spectrum of a Sco IS sh~fted down by 0.15. A 
sunspot umbra spectrum (3200 K )  and a abora- 
tory spectrum of hot water [McMath-Pierce Tele- 
scope's Fourier transform spectrometer (FTS), 
1300 K ]  are shown (22, 23). The laboratory spec- 
trum was recorded with 0.9-torr H,O. It IS an 
emission spectrum, wh~ch we display ups~de 
down for comparson wth the stellar absorpton 
spectra. The stellar and laboratow spectra were 
smoothed to match the 0.1 cm-' resolut~on of the 
spectrometer. The sunspot umbra spectrum was 
smoothed to 0.05 cm-'. Prom~nent H,O lines are 
indicated with downward arrows above the abo- 
ratoryspectra. OH Ines are Indicated w~th upward 
arrows below the sunspot spectra. Sectons In the 
stellar spectra indicated by asterisks are where 
lines of terrestrial CO, [in (A) and (C)] and H,O [in 
(B)] were present. 

ger lines approach the saturated absorption 
levels (high optical depth) within the layer 
and therefore provide an  upper limit for the  
temperature of the layer (TL).  W e  also as- 
sumed that the c o ~ l t i n u u ~ n  level in each 
spectrum correspo~lds to  the effective tern- 
perature Te, of the star. T o  represent line 
saturation, we assigned an  optical depth of 
unity to the peak absorption of the  strong 
feature at 81 1.95 cm-' .  After correcting for 
35% circumstellar flux, our upper limit for 
TL/Tctt is 0.86 for CY Ori and 0.76 for CY Sco. 
T h e  1 1 -pm effective temperatures are 3 190 
and 3500 K, respectively (12). T h e  resulting 
upper limits are not significantly different in 
the two stars, within the limits of our deri- 
vation, and we place the  temperature at TL 
< 2800 K. This value can be compared with 
TI,,,,, = 2700 K derived from ultraviolet ob- 
servations of a Ori (28). 

T h e  abundance of water in the stars can 
be estimated from the known strength of the 
815.30 cm-'  line. This line is the only one 
we observed whose strength is tabulated in  
the available database (30). T h e  line was 
corrected for blending with the neighboring 
OH line i11 our spectra. W e  calculated the 
high-temperature absorption intensity of this 
line by using the temperature dependence 
Q ( T ) -  'exp(- E,/icT) for the population of 
the lower energy level EL, where Q(T)  is the 
partition f~lnction calculated from tabulated 
thermodynamic properties of water (3 1 ) (k  is 
the Boltz~nann constant). W e  used the range 
2500 to 2800 K to represent our uncertainty 
in the temperature of the line fortnation 
regions in  the stars. T h e  derived line 
strength for the  815.30 cmP1 line is (3.0 i 
0.2) X 10P'%cm-' per molecule per square 
centimeter. From our corrected equivalent 
widths for this line (Table I ) ,  we find that 
the c o l ~ ~ m n  densities are similar in  the  two 
stars, with a value (3  i- 2) X 10-l8 cmP'. 
T h e  fractional abundance n(H,O)/n(H) can 
be obtained from a n  estimate of the column 
density of atomic hydrogen in the H 2 0  line 
formation region. W e  obtained a column 
density of 3 x loZ5 cm-' for H in oc Ori by 
integrating the layers listed in table 9 of (28) 
for temperatures below 3000 K. T h e  ratio of 
the column densities of H 2 0  and H gives 
n ( H 2 0 ) / n ( H )  .= This calculation 
agrees with the prediction presented in fig- 
ure 3 of (2)  for -2700 K atmospheres of 
oxygen-rich supergiants. 

Some differences are apparent in  the  
detailed structure of the  water spectra in the  
two stars. Although our limited spectral 
colrerage and sensitivity make a rigorous 
comparison impossible, these iiifferences 
are probably the  result of dissimilar temper- 
ature and abundance profiles in  the two 
stellar atmosplleres. In  particular, t he  line 
a t  811.68 cm-'  appears stronger in oc Sco 
than in  oc Ori, compared with the  neigh- 

boring 81 1.52 and 81 1.94 c m P 1  lines. This 
line is also stronger in  the  -3200 K sunspot 
spectrum compared with the  - 1300 K lab- 
oratory spectrurn (Fig. 1) .  T h e  differe~lces 
may result from the  higher vibrational level 
of the  811.68 cm-'  transition (Table I ) ,  
which makes this line relatively Inore in- 
tense at higher temperatures 

These stars will have water absorptio~l in  
other portions of their spectra, particularly 
in the  2 -pm region. In the  case of CY Ori,  
which has been observed a t  2.0 to  2.4 p111 at 
high spectral resolution (32),  there was no  
report of water. In  a 0 r i  and a Sco, the  
water lines will be weak near 2 pin, because 
of the  low water abundances at their tem- 
peratures a11d the  fact that water transitions 
a t  2 p1n are intrinsically much weaker than 
those at 12 p m .  From our derived colurn11 
density, we have calculated equivalent 
widths for strong lines at 2 p m  in  CY Ori  to 
be <5  x lo-' cm-' ,  irnplyi~lg that these 
lines will be less than 1% deep. This value 
is below the  achieved detection limit, ex- 
plaining why they have not been seen. New 
observations in the  near infrared, with the  
improved sensitivity available with current 
spectrometers, are certainly needed for a 
co~nprehensive treatment of water in  these 
stars. 
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Femtosecond Activation of Reactions and the activation ( A  + BC),  secured a narrower 
energy distrib~ltion, making it possible to 

Concept of Nonergodic Molecules infer the time for energy reiiistrib~ltion in  
A B C '  before product formation of A B  + C .  

Eric W.-G. Diau, Jennifer L. Herek," Zee Hwan Kim, Such a n  approach to  chemical activa- 
Ahmed H. Zewail tion has been studied in bulk and in  molec- 

ular beams: in bulk studies. k iE)  has been 
The description of chemical reaction dynamics often assumes that vibrational modes are 
well coupled (ergodic) and redistribute energy rapidly with respect to the course of the 
reaction. To experimentally probe nonergodic, nonstatistical behavior, studies of a series 
of reactions induced by femtosecond activation for molecules of varying size but having 
the same reaction coordinates [CH, - (CH,),-, - C = 0 '  + products, with n = 4, 5, 
6, and 101 were performed. Comparison of the experimental results with theoretical 
electronic structure and rate calculations showed a two to four orders of magnitude 
difference, indicating that the basic assumption of statistical energy redistribution is 
invalid. These results suggest that chemical selectivity can be achieved with femtosec- 
ond activation even at very high energies. 

T h e  concept of ergodicity in molec~lles is 
central to chemical reactivity. Given the 
co~nplexity of molecules with numerous de- 
grees of freedom, vibration, and rotation, 
how would a deposited energy (E)  redistrib- 
ute. and how does such behavior of intramo- 
lecular vibrational-energ7'egy redistribution 
IIVR) affect the  subsecluent chemical reac- ~, 

tion? These questions have been addressed, 
starting in the  1920s and 1930s, by Linde- 
lndlln (1 )  and Hinshelwood (2), anlong oth- 
ers, and have become the kev to the assumn- 
t i o k  in theories of unimolecular and coA- 
plex-forming bitnolecular reactions: 

kfEl 
A'  4 products (1) 

Arthur Amos Noyes Laboratory of Chemical Physcs, C a -  
~fornia Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA 91 125, 
USA. 

'Present address: Department of Chemical Phys~cs, 
Lund Unversty, Lund, Sweden. 

where A ,  B, and C are molecules, t he  
dagger indicates activated molecules, and 
k is the  ~nicrocanonical  rate coefficient of 
E. If t he  system is tlonergodic, the  vibra- 
tional motions are not  coupled and reac- 
tivity may be described by a nonstatistical 
theory such as tha t  of Slates (3).  If all 
modes are coupled, ergodicity prevails and 
the  statistical Rice-Ramsperger-Kassel- 
Marcus (RRKM) theory (4)  becomes the  
appropriate description. 

Probing of IVR behavior and k(E) is 
convoluted by the  process of preparation of 
the  molecule, which defines the  energv dis- -, 
tribution of states, by the  method of mea- 
surement, and bv the  time scale of IVR 
relative to  the  time of the  reaction. In  a 
conventional collisional activation of a re- 
action by the  Lindemann mechanism ( that  
is, by collisions between A and a partner 
tnolecule M to prod~lce A), the collisions 
prepare a broad energy distribution, and it is 
difficult t o  ascertain the  time scales in- 
volved. Rabinovitch and colleagues (5 ,  6 ) ,  
in  a classical series of papers o n  chemical 

, ~, 

inferred from meas~lretnents of product 
yield with the  frequency of deactivating 
collisions as a n  estimating clock. A t  the  
high vibrational energies, in excess of a 
reaction threshold of 30  to 40 kcalimol, the  
description (5,  6 )  was in favor of ergodic, 
statistical behavior for molec~lles with life- 
times longer than about 100 ps. This prop- 
osition has been challenged over the  years 
(7). For most systems, it appears that er- 
godic behavior prevails a t  relatively high 
energies. - 

T h e  experimental search for a quantita- 
tive measure of ergodic behavior has in- 
volved different approaches. Studies of the 
decomposition of molecular ions (acetone 
cation) have shown deviations from the 
statistical behavior (8). Real time studies of 
k(E) under controlled preparation of A:, in  
a molecular beam, by ultrashort laser pulses 
have shown that,  for a n  isomerization reac- 
tion with a barrier of 3 to  4 kcalirnol, IVR 
is restricted among a select number of states 
(9). Similarly, for van der Waals molecules, 
the  predissociation dynamics has been 
shown to be non-RRKM (10). Theoretical 
studies have addressed the  nature of selec- 
tive IVR and its effect o n  reaction rates and 
spectral ( C H  overtones) line shapes ( I  I ,  
12) .  

A variety of calc~llational and experi- 
mental work has been devoted in recent 
years to this subject and its relevance to the  
so-called regular or chaotic motion, the  
transition from statistical to nonstatistical 
behavior, and the  important subject of en- 
ergy flow and bond selective chemistry (13, 
14) .  It was recognized early (15) that devi- 
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